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E-Portfolios Made Simple
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Are you tired of carrying a dozen or more 3-ring binders around to evaluate your faculty’s portfolios? Have portfolios gotten lost in the mail? Have faculty portfolios fallen all over your floor before? Well say no more to the traditional faculty portfolio and go paperless. With the advent of Google sites, the Communication Studies department at Austin Community College has streamlined the entire portfolio process with each faculty member having their own portfolio Google site. By going paperless it makes the job of the evaluators so much “lighter”.

This session will address the process of creating the individual portfolio sites for each faculty member, proposed timelines, and what material is expected to be uploaded into the sites. Responsibilities of the faculty members are addressed, as well as the evaluator. A portfolio evaluation rubric will also be covered if time allows. The pros and cons of the e-portfolio will be addressed in comparison to the old paper portfolios. The system is currently being used for over 50 faculty members with a great degree of success.